Preparation of the latest alloys of the present national emergency by the production technique is the object of this lecture which is open to all who wish to attend. Refreshments will be served. The meeting has been planned as an opportunity for members of the Mines and Metallurgical Society to be held in Room 2-390, on Tuesday, October 22, at 8:00 P.M.

Glen Gray, Good Crew Material, Complains Band Leading Is Very Sleepless Profession

Glen Gray (Continued from Page 1)

Technique Photos Must Be Arranged By Friday The attention of Sophomores is called to the fact that the absolute deadlines for arranging for Technique and placement pictures will be Friday of this week. Miss Dorothy Mitchell will be ready from 10:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. daily in the main Lobby of Building 1B, and all members of the class who have not already returned their proofs, but have not as yet obtained their placement pictures should call Ext. 1196 immediately.

Tech Will Meet Radcliffe Team In Radio Debate First Of Series To Be Broadcast On Station WAB

This will be the first in the series in which the feminine part of a class has taken an active part in their class activities. The committee in charge of the rally, though knowing not of the details, never, has left blank faces of purposeful, gay student leaders, actresses, plans, projects, and achievement. It has also planned plans for a victory dance, which will be open only to those who funded the pop rally. No Aerotrope

One thing that will not be on the program, according to the committee, is the long-winded, dull speeches of which so many afflicts of this type consist. The Big Mission of the dance committee. The committee has let fall hints of a Hallowe'en Motif that is calculated to keep the students' keener. The feminine part of Hallowe'en Motif

Field Day Dance Lighting Is Based On Holiday Theme The 1941 Field Day Dance will have a decided Hallowe'en atmosphere due to a new lighting arrangement, according to Gordon H. Hill, '42, chairman of the Lighting Subcommittee. The committee has spent over $600 on special lighting equipment which has been purchased from the Chester Corporation. The lighting is to be arranged as a corporation at that time with Glen as president and all the band holding purposes.

Two Hundred Forty-Six Named By Fraternities As Pledges For '41 Girls To Help At Frosh Rally Class Of '45 Claims Unprecedented Affair

Miss Helen Sutton has again reached her goal in the '41 Field Day at Technology. The big dance committee has announced that in preparation for Frosh Field Day rally in Huntington Hall, their girls' hard working minds have come up with a publicity campaign and program that is calculated to keep the freshman afloat for years to come Thursday. Those autos which may be submitted are: car, swimming, badminton, tennis, badminton, wrestling, soccer and baseball. The tickets for squash have already been sold, 75 to a person, and for poultry, and a total of 223 having signed up for other sports, accord- ing to the records in the offices of the R.T. Director.

P. T. Substitutions End Thursday Noon Two members of the teams, who have not as yet signed up for the Frosh P.T. gym, have been subs for P.T. substitutes. But Bert C. Saer, Robert S. Schaeffer and Walter G. Sutton, Jr., have been named up for the Frosh P.T. team.

15 Per Cent Increase Over Last Year's Figure Is Shown By List On Page 4 The two hundred forty-six new men who are to be admitted to the collegiate bodies for the 1941-42 year are being listed on a special fraternity chapters to join them for the rest of their college career. These new members have been selected and perfected officially for the various houses.

This year's total of 246 represents an increase of about fifteen per cent over the number of men pledged for the fraternity chapters at this time last year. Mostly men of the Class of 1945, the group contains missions members, but it has been increased by several transfer ste-

Three beauriful girls, who are students, will make a special presentation of the complete list of new fraternity members, which is given on page four of this issue.
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OPEN LETTER TO THE M.I.T.A.A.

After much attention and ballyhoo last year, the question about having a long standing football team for Technology seems to have been shelved. It is now well into the second year since the matter was first brought forward, and it is not illogical to think that the freshmen and seniors of other schools have been thinking this time to ascertain what further action, if any, should be taken by the athletic association.

We are not agitating for a big-time football team to compete with Dartmouth, Yale, and the like, but rather for a team which can but in the same league with Bates, Colby, and Reed. Our track and field baseball and basketball teams under such major sport recognition, have competed with the colleges mentioned in the latter part of last year with a high degree of success.

Moreover, under the improvements in training and coaching instituted by its new coach, the M.I.T. crew has leaped into comparisons of big-time fame. If such successes can be gained by our track and crew, is there any reason why, under proper coaching, we cannot do the same on the gridiron?

Other engineering schools of high reputation, such as the Carnegie Institute of Technology, manage to produce football teams having decent records; are we so stagnated that we cannot produce their equals?

The M.I.T.A.A. meets a week from today. If anything is to be done seriously about this matter, the time to start is NOW!! Let's see definite steps taken to put football in its proper place among Institute sports.

THE READER SPEAKS

Barnes, The Tech
Dear Sir:

The I.94 TECHNIQUE management wishes to announce that the Tech, a weekly publication in its own right, is independent of the Class of '44, the Class of '45, and the Class of '46. The Tech is in the process of reforming and reenergizing itself to bring it up to the same level as the earlier years of its existence.

A great number of those seniors who had their pictures taken last spring and have not received them, will receive their pictures this evening, along with those who have not received their proofs. The photography firm has not had their pictures taken last spring are now worrying about getting placement pictures as soon as possible.

To the Seniors who had their pictures taken but have not received their prints, we offer our assurance that the pictures have been taken and will reach them soon. As the pictures are not yet available, we are unable to answer any questions concerning the photographs.

To all members of the class of '44, '45, and '46 who have not yet received their pictures, we urge you to come to the Tech office and pick up your prints. If you have any questions concerning the process, we are happy to answer them.

To all those who have received their prints, we express our appreciation for your patience and understanding. We assure you that the process is moving forward and that your prints will be delivered as soon as possible.
The Tech

Novars Drop Opener To Lowell Textile Because Of Penalty

M.T.T. Holds Lead Until Final Quarter On First Down Score Made by Monk Bunn

The Tech Norms lost to the Lowell Textile morale literally by a penalty, 14-0, yesterday下午 to their 1st quarter penalty of the season. The would-be winning touchdown was made by Charlie coils off a 19-yard pass to Jack Wood last Saturday afternoon. However, the play was called back because of the penalty.

In the opening quarter, the Tech Norms jumped into the lead as a result of a 10-yard touchdown run by Raymond on their first possession pass to "Bunny" when, Rube Rust rode the whole man on the line, and scored the first and final point.

Tuesday, Night Two

In the third period, textile came back with a score of Brooke on a 49-yard pass and was able to cap their attempt in the 3rd quarter.

In the final quarter, Salp Coach's defense played completely forestay Lowell from scoring, but the textile Norms were able to add a point on the 3rd quarter as a final score 14-0.

First Victory In 3 Years Goes To Soccer Team

The Technicians scored their first goal at Connecticut in three years against a strong Trumbull team. The Tech scored the goal in the second period when the strong wind which prevailed in the stadium was in favor of the Tech. In the second quarter, Trumbull scored a goal in the Tech's favor. In the second period, the Tech scored a goal in the Tech's favor. In the third period, the Tech scored a goal in the Tech's favor.
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In the opening quarter, the Tech Norms jumped into the lead as a result of a 10-yard touchdown run by Raymond on their first possession pass to "Bunny" when, Rube Rust rode the whole man on the line, and scored the first and final point.

Tuesday, Night Two

In the third period, textile came back with a score of Brooke on a 49-yard pass and was able to cap their attempt in the 3rd quarter.

In the final quarter, Salp Coach's defense played completely forestay Lowell from scoring, but the textile Norms were able to add a point on the 3rd quarter as a final score 14-0.
The following are the names of this year's pledge as submitted to The Tech by the fraternities.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Robert E. Berendt, '45
William R. Barrett, '45
Coral W. Styles, '45
Cecil H. Brandley, '45
J. J. Frazee, Jr., '45
Richard G. Ger, '45
Richard H. Hylton, Jr., '45
John H. Kellogg, Jr., '45
Joseph T. Laster, Jr., '45
Robert H. Milliot, '45
Henry B. Norris, '45
William A. Richardson, '45
Jacques B. Skinner, '45

BEAVER
Charles A. Arnold, '45
John H. Burdakin, '44
William C. Gibson, '45
Alan J. Davison, '45
Peter P. Quattrochi, '45
William C. Gibson, '45
Alan J. Davison, '45
Peter P. Quattrochi, '45

BELMONT PLAZA
The GLASS HAT
One of New York's most popular hotel restaurants because its food is fine, its atmosphere is delightful, and its prices are modest.
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LIST OF 1941 FRATERNITY PLEDGES

PHI NU DELTA
George Button, Jr., '45
Richard Wildens, '45
Dewey Holland, Jr., '45
David Wallace, '44
Clement Pease, '45
Cale Eugene Dongler, '45
Edward Mann Eggleston, '45
Enola Wilbur Bess, '45
Mifflin Henry, '45
J. J. St. Germain, '45
A. G. Sterling, '45

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
L. R. Evans, '45
J. Grayson, '45
R. T. DAVIS, '45
W. J. Graper, '45
D. E. Hennes, '45
A. B. Perren, '45
R. F. Row, '45
J. J. St. Germain, '45
A. G. Sterling, '45

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Edward Bell, '45
Alfred Breger, '45
Lee Craig, '45
Arthur Gray, '45
Michael Kargerg, '45
Cline Munson, '45
Harry Myers, '45
Brooks Petokes, '45

SIGMA XI
John H. Stember, '45
John W. Herb, '45
James L. Ulmer, '45

SU Omega
Robert W. Devine, Jr., '45
Richard L. Mela, '45
Sanford Stoutenburgh, '45
Levi J. Pope, '45
Robert L. Lyons, '45
Stanley C. Smock, '45
John J. Billings, '45

T ECH
Tuesday, October 21, 1941

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Robert F. Steurer, '45
Bernard J. Duffy, '45
Edward Warren, '45
George Franklin, '45
James A. Leonard, '45
Paul H. Schilling, '45
James F. Field, '45
Clintes B. Moore, '45
LAMBDA KAPPA SIGMA
George Robert Whiteside, '45
Brooks Spaulding White, '45
David Apperton Stone, '45
Jack Henry Gray, '45
William Allman, '45
Clarke Speyton Blyson, '45
Bruce Traver Barry, '45

PI KAPPA SIGMA
Robert L. Evans, '45
J. Grayson, '45
R. T. DAVIS, '45
W. J. Graper, '45
D. E. Hennes, '45
A. B. Perren, '45
R. F. Row, '45
J. J. St. Germain, '45
A. G. Sterling, '45

PHI DELTA THETA
Arthur L. Bryant, '45
Thomas F. Bickell, '45
Dudley F. Church, '45
Alas W. Summerville, Jr., '45
Philip D. Gurney, '45
John S. Hendersen, '45
Franz J. Isch, '45
David G. Kibbuck, '45
Walter L. Brand, '45
John A. Walch, '45
Robert L. Wyckoff, '45

PHI GAMMA DELTA
Dexter L. Ashby, '45
William L. Barton, Jr., '45
I. Laurence Burhenn, '45
Hallet S. Gillette, '45
John W. Wirt, '45
Robert H. Horsburgh, '45
Thomas L. Kastiles, '45
William R. Wilson, '45
Kornelio Parnies, '45
Edward Payne, Jr., '45

PHI KAPPA
John C. Kunkel, '45
North J. Hambrecht, '45
Carl D. King, '45
John C. Martin, '45
Camron J. Svirulis, '45
Peter L. Quinqueth, '45
John A. Canin, '45

PHI KAPPA SIGMA
Paul N. Anderson, Jr., '45
Eugene Ashley, '45
John A. Barring, '45
Robert S. Barre, Jr., '45
Frank M. Breefer, Jr., '45
John N. Blandy, Jr., '45
Paul F. Cook, '45
Thomas Cooper, '45
Alan J. Davis, '45
William G. Gibson, '45
Peter F. Hill, '45
Theodore C. Hunsfeld, '45
Eric Looe, '45
W. Robert McVilly, '45
Stروعy Raghibting, Jr., '45
John M. Wendell, '45

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
R. L. Evans, '45
J. Grayson, '45
R. T. DAVIS, '45
W. J. Graper, '45
D. E. Hennes, '45
A. B. Perren, '45
R. F. Row, '45
J. J. St. Germain, '45
A. G. Sterling, '45

SIGMA EPSILON
Edward Bell, '45
Alfred Breger, '45
Lee Craig, '45
Arthur Gray, '45
Michael Kargerg, '45
Cline Munson, '45
Harry Myers, '45
Brooks Petokes, '45

SIGMA PHI
O. F. Nichols, '45
Irvin M. Jennis, '45
A. B. Porson, '45
D. E. Norris, '45
J. Granlund, '45
Jeffrey Eitingon, '45

SIGMA SIGMA KAPPA
Robert W. Devine, Jr., '45
Richard L. Mela, '45
Sanford Stoutenburgh, '45
Levi J. Pope, '45
Robert L. Lyons, '45
Stanley C. Smock, '45
John J. Billings, '45

STUDENT HOUSE
Weston W. Goodwin, Jr., '45
William M. Ind, '45
William H. KLATT, '45
Kenneth L. Kelting, '45
Rehn D. Mudgett, Jr., '45
Norman T. Resen, '45

THETA CHI
Bruce Royle Anderson, '45
Robert Sherwood Con, '45
King Cayce, '45
Robert William Devine, Jr., '45
Richard Price Dodds, '45
Pottor Howes, '45
Norman Hall Kendell, '45
William Anthony Pearson, '45
James Lee Phillips, '45
John William Reece, '45
Carleton James Robinson, '45
Clarence S. Moyer, Jr., '45
John Wernheil Wilson, '45
Mersus Arthur Wulf, '45

THETA DELTA CHI
F. Scott Carpenter, Jr., '45
Stephen B. King, '45
Charles L. Moyer, Jr., '45
Albert B. Staliff, '45
Howard A. Zemer, '45

THETA XI
Theodore F. Nichols, '45
Charles L. Moyer, '45
George F. Creek, '45
William J. Lookwood, '45
Thomas H. Kasterlen, '45
Martin B. Judge, '45
Norman A. Everett, '45
William J. Stashman, '45
Kent Hyatt, '45

Editors Note: Obviously not to be taken literally.

You’ll enjoy seeing MADISON WOODHAMS in the current Pullman hit
"ALL AMERICAN CO-D,"
renacted through United Artists.
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At the Glass Hat, the All-American pleasure seeks to promote mild Cigarette Better Smoke